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only the physiological sexual processes, but almost every
stage, phase, and condition of feeling and desire. This
extraordinary flexibility makes his concept universally
applicable, but not to the advantage of the explanations
resulting therefrom. By using this inclusive concept one
can explain a work of art, or a religious experience in exactly
the same terms as a hysterical symptom. The absolute
difference between these three things drops entirely out
of consideration, and therefore the explanation must
be only an apparent one for at • least two of the things
mentioned. Apart from these inconveniences, however,
it is psychologically correct to attack the problem of the
instincts directly from the side of sexuality, because just there
lies something that stimulates thought in the unprejudiced
mind. The conflict between the ethical and the sexual
is to-day not just a direct collision between the instincts,
and morality, it is a struggle to give to an instinct its proper
place in existence. We have to recognize in this instinct a
power which seeks expression and which apparently may not
be trifled with; accordingly it cannot be just made to fit in
with our well-meaning moral laws.
Sexuality is not merely instinctiveness, but an indisputable
creative power that is not only the fundamental cause of our
individual lives, but also an increasingly serious factor in
our psychic life. To-day we know all too well the grave
results that sexual disorders can bring in their train. We
might call sexuality the spokesman of the instincts; therefore
the spiritual standpoint sees it as its chief antagonist, not
at all because sexual indulgence in and for itself is more
immoral than excessive eating and drinking, avarice, tyranny,
and other extravagances, but because the spirit senses in
sexuality a peer, a counterpart related to itself. For just as
the spirit would subordinate sexuality, like every other
instinct to its form, so sexuality in its turn has an ancier.t
claim upon the spirit, which once—in begetting, in pregnancy,
in birth and childhood—it contained within itself; moreover,

